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CASE 1

2 highly suspicious samples

Rejecting participate
Kenya training camp

Last minute
whereabouts changes

Starting to follow
social media account

Taking 3 more samples

Retirement from sport

3 Likely Doping: 4 years suspension

Male
Age: 27

Started: Sept. 2013
Ended: Jan. 2017

Legal Decision: Oct. 2017
CASE 2

Male
Age: 25

Started: May. 2013
Ended: Apr. 2017

Abnormal Blood Values
19.05.2015

OOC Control
13.03.2016

Disciplinary Process a.c.
WADC 2.3

1st ADRV

WADC 2.3: 4 years suspension
CASE 2

Legal Decision: Oct. 2017

TADC took 5th blood sample owing to intelligence gathered

3 expert provided "likely doping" as their joint opinion

Disciplinary Process ac. WADC 2.2

2nd ADRV

Athlete stopped update whereabouts info

3 Likely Doping + 2nd violation: more 8 years suspension
CASE 3

Male
Age: 23


PA & Substantial Assistance: 3 year 9 month suspension
CASE 4

Female
Age: 25
Started: Nov. 2011

Experts recommend TADC to accept the explanations of the athlete for the abnormalities that have been organizing 16 doping control in 3.5 years.

Expert Report
Athlete Written Explanations and evidences

IAAF
TADC
2016

8 samples taken by TADC in 2016

Athletes passport still might have been a suspicious profile

TADC have been organizing 16 doping control in 3.5 years.

Profile tracking still pending and TADC continue to take samples.
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CONCLUSIONS

Following up the athletes can be a long process and needed to be patient most of the time.
CONCLUSIONS

FOLLOWING UP MULTIPLE ATHLETES SIMULTANEOUSLY CAN PROVIDE BENEFITS AND ADVANTAGES TO FIND SOME CLUES.
CONCLUSIONS

Making interviews with the Athletes can give a necessary support so as to access information and intelligence.
RESULTS MANAGEMENT UNITS SHOULD HAVE A WELL-QUALIFIED MEDICAL DEPARTMENT IN ORDER TO TAKE TRUE AND PROFESSIONAL HELP.
CONCLUSIONS

IT IS VERY CRUCIAL TO FIND OUT OTHER SUPPORTIVE EVIDENCES THAT CAN MAKE THE EXPERTS’ OPINION ENLIGHTENED.
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